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Abstract
Confounding bias, missing data, and selection bias are three common obstacles to valid causal inference in the
data sciences. Covariate adjustment is the most pervasive technique for recovering casual effects from confounding
bias. In this paper we introduce a covariate adjustment formulation for controlling confounding bias in the presence
of missing-not-at-random data and develop a necessary and sufficient condition for recovering causal effects using
the adjustment. We also introduce an adjustment formulation for controlling both confounding and selection biases in
the presence of missing data and develop a necessary and sufficient condition for valid adjustment. Furthermore, we
present an algorithm that lists all valid adjustment sets and an algorithm that finds a valid adjustment set containing
the minimum number of variables, which are useful for researchers interested in selecting adjustment sets with desired
properties.
Keywords missing data, missing not at random, causal effect, adjustment, selection bias.
1 Introduction
Discovering causal relationships from observational data has been an important task in empirical sciences, for example,
assessing the effect of a drug on curing diabetes, a fertilizer on growing agricultural products, and an advertisement
on the success of a political party. One major challenge to estimating the effect of a treatment on an outcome from
observational data is the existence of confounding bias - i.e., the lack of control on the effect of spurious variables on
the outcome. This issue is formally addressed as the identifiability problem in [13], which concerns with computing
the effect of a set of treatment variables (X) on a set of outcome variables (Y), denoted by P (y | do(x)), given
observed probability distribution P (V) and a causal graph G, where P (V) corresponds to the observational data and
G is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) representing qualitative causal relationship assumptions between variables in the
domain. The effect P (y | do(x)) may not be equal to its probabilistic counterpart P (y | x) due to the existence of
variables, called covariates, that affect both the treatments and outcomes, and the difference is known as confounding
bias. For example, Fig. 1(a) shows a causal graph where variable Z is a covariate for estimating the effect ofX on Y .
Confounding bias problem has been studied extensively in the field. In principle the identifiability problem can be
solved using a set of causal inference rules called do-calculus [12], and complete identification algorithms have been
developed [24, 5, 20]. In practice, however, the most widely used method for controlling the confounding bias is the
following “adjustment formula”
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
z
P (y | x,Z = z)P (Z = z),
which dictates that the causal effect P (y | do(x)) can be computed by controlling for a set of covariates Z. Pearl
provided a back-door criterion under which a set Z makes the adjustment formula hold [12].
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Figure 1: Examples for confounding bias in MNAR data
Another major challenge to valid causal inference is the missing data problem, which occurs when some variable
values are missing from observed data. Missing data is a common problem in empirical sciences. Indeed there is
a large literature on dealing with missing data in diverse disciplines including statistics, economics, social sciences,
and machine learning. To analyze data with missing values, it is imperative to understand the mechanisms that lead
to missing data. The seminal work by Rubin [17] classifies missing data mechanisms into three categories: missing
completely at random (MCAR),missing at random (MAR), andmissing not at random (MNAR). Roughly speaking, the
mechanism is MCAR if whether variable values are missing is completely independent of the values of variables in
the data set; the mechanism is MAR when missingness is independent of the missing values given the observed values;
and the mechanism is MNAR if it is neither MCAR nor MAR. For example, assume that in a study of the effect of
family income (FI) and parent’s education level (PE) on the quality of child’s education (CE), some respondents
chose not to reveal their child’s education quality for various reasons. Fig. 2 shows causal graphs representing the
three missing data mechanisms whereRCE is an indicator variable such that RCE = 0 if the CE value is missing and
RCE = 1 otherwise. In these graphs solid circles represent always-observed variables and hollow circles represent
variables that could have missing values. The model in Fig. 2(a) is MCAR, e.g., respondents decide to reveal the
child’s education quality based on coin-flips. The model in Fig. 2(b) is MAR, where respondents with higher family
income have a higher chance of revealing the child’s education quality; however whether the CE values are missing is
independent of the actual values of CE given the FI value. The model in Fig. 2(c) is MNAR, where respondents with
higher child’s education quality have a higher chance of revealing it, i.e., whether the CE values are missing depends
on the actual values of CE.
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Figure 2: Three types of missing data mechanisms
It is known that when the data is MAR, the underlying distribution is estimable from observed data with missing
values. Then a causal effect is estimable if it is identifiable from the observed distribution [10]. However, if the data is
MNAR, whether a probabilistic distribution or a causal effect is estimable from missing data depends closely on both
the query and the exact missing data mechanisms. For example, in the MNAR model in Fig. 1(b), P (X) cannot be
estimated consistently even if infinite amount of data are collected, while P (y|do(x)) = P (y|x) = P (y|x,RX = 1)
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is estimable from missing data. On the other hand, in the MNAR model in Fig. 1(c), P (y|do(x)) is not estimable.
In the MNAR model in Fig. 2(c), neither P (CE) nor P (CE | do(FI)) can be estimated from observed data with
missing values.
Various techniques have been developed to deal with missing data in statistical inference, e.g., listwise deletion [7],
which requires data to be MCAR to obtain unbiased estimates, and multiple imputation [18], which requires MAR.
Most of the work in machine learning makes MAR assumption and use maximum likelihood based methods (e.g. EM
algorithms) [6] , with a few work explicitly incorporates missing data mechanism into the model [6, 9, 8].
The use of graphical models called m-graphs for inference with missing data was more recent [11]. M-graphs pro-
vide a general framework for inference with arbitrary types of missing data mechanisms including MNAR. Sufficient
conditions for determining whether probabilistic queries (e.g., P (y | x) or P (x, y)) are estimable from missing data
are provided in [11, 10]. General algorithms for identifying the joint distribution have been developed in [19, 23].
The problem of identifying causal effects P (y | do(x)) from missing data in the causal graphical model settings
has not been well studied. To the best of our knowledge the only results are the sufficient conditions given in [10]. The
goal of this paper is to provide general conditions under which the causal effects can be identified from missing data
using the covariate adjustment formula, which is the most pervasive method in practice for causal effect estimation
under confounding bias.
We will also extend our results to cope with another common obstacles to valid causal inference - selection bias.
Selection bias may happen due to preferential exclusion of part of the population from sampling. To illustrate, consider
a study of the effect of diet on blood sugar. If individuals that are healthy and consume less sugar than average
population are less likely to participate in the study, then the data gathered is not a faithful representation of the
population and biased results will be produced. This bias cannot be removed by samplingmore examples or controlling
for confounding bias. Note that, in some sense, selection bias could be considered as a very special case of missing data
mechanisms, where values of all of the variables are either all observed or all missing simultaneously. Missing data
problem allows much richer missingness patterns such that in any particular observation, some of the variables could
be observed and others could be missing. Missing data is modeled by introducing individual missingness indicators
for each variable (such that RX = 0 if X value is missing), while selection bias is typically modeled by introducing
a single selection indicator variable (S) representing whether a unit is included in the sample or not (that is, if S = 0
then values of all variables are missing).
Identifying causal effects from selection bias has been studied in the literature [2, 1]. Adjustment formulas for re-
covering causal effects under selection bias have been introduced and complete graphical criteria have been developed
[3, 4]. However these results are not applicable to the missing data problems which have much richer missingness
patterns than could be modeled by selection bias. To the best of our knowledge, using adjustment for causal effect
identification when the observed data suffers from missing values or both selection bias and missing values has not
been studied in the causal graphical model settings. In this paper we will provide a characterization for these tasks.
Specifically, the contributions of this paper are:
• We introduce a covariate adjustment formulation for recovering causal effects from missing data, and provide a
necessary and sufficient graphical condition for when a set of covariates are valid for adjustment.
• We introduce a covariate adjustment formulation for causal effects identification when the observed data suffer
from both selection bias and missing values, and provide a necessary and sufficient graphical condition for the
validity of a set of covariates for adjustment.
• We develop an algorithm that lists all valid adjustment sets in polynomial delay time, and an algorithm that finds
a valid adjustment set containing the minimum number of variables. The algorithms are useful for scientists to
select adjustment sets with desired properties (e.g. low measurement cost).
2 Definitions and Related Work
Each variable will be represented with a capital letter (X) and its realized value with the small letter (x). We will use
bold letters (X) to denote sets of variables.
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Structural CausalModels. The systematic analysis of confounding bias, missing data mechanisms, and selection bias
requires a formal language where the characterization of the underlying data-generating model can be encoded explic-
itly. We use the language of Structural Causal Models (SCM) [13]. In SCMs, performing an action/intervention of
settingX=x is represented through the do-operator, do(X=x), which induces an experimental distribution P (y|do(x)),
known as the causal effect ofX onY. We will use do-calculus to derive causal expressions from other causal quantities.
For a detailed discussion of SCMs and do-calculus, we refer readers to [13].
Each SCMM has a causal graphG associated to it, with directed arrows encoding direct causal relationships and
dashed-bidirected arrows encoding the existence of an unobserved common causes (e.g., see Fig. 3). We use typical
graph-theoretic terminologyPa(C), Ch(C), De(C), An(C) representing the union ofC and respectively the parents,
children, descendants, and ancestors of C. We use G
C1C2
to denote the graph resulting from deleting all incoming
edges toC1 and all outgoing edges fromC2 inG. The expression (X ⊥ Y | Z)G denotes thatX is d-separated from
Y given Z in the corresponding causal graphG [13](subscriptG may be omitted).
Missing Data and M-graphs. To deal with missing data, we use m-graphs introduced in [11] to represent both the
data generation model and the missing data mechanisms. M-graphs enhance the causal graph G by introducing a set
R of binary missingness indicator variables. We will also partition the set of observable variables V into Vo and Vm
such that Vo is the set of variables that will be observed in all data cases and Vm is the set of variables that are missing
in some data cases and observed in other cases. Every variable Vi ∈ Vm is associated with a variable RVi ∈ R such
that, in any observed data case, RVi = 0 if the value of corresponding Vi is missing and RVi = 1 if Vi is observed.
We assume thatR variables may not be parents of variables in V, since R variables are missingness indicator variables
and we assume that the data generation process overV variables does not depend on the missingness mechanisms. For
any set C ⊆ Vm, let RC represent the set of R variables corresponding to variables in C. See Fig. 2 for examples
of m-graphs, in which we use solid circles to represent always observed variables in Vo and R, and hollow circles to
represent partially observed variables in Vm.
Causal Effect Identification by Adjustment. Covariate adjustment is the most widely used technique for identifying
causal effects from observational data. Formally,
Definition 1 (Adjustment Formula [13]). Given a causal graphG over a set of variables V, a set Z is called covariate
adjustment (or adjustment for short) for estimating the causal effect of X on Y, if, for any distribution P (V) compatible
with G, it holds that
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
z
P (y | x, z)P (z). (1)
Pearl developed the celebrated “Backdoor Criterion” to determine whether a set is admissible for adjustment [12]
given in the following:
Definition 2 (Backdoor Criterion). A set of variables Z satisfies the backdoor criterion relative to a pair of variables
(X,Y) in a causal graphG if:
a) No node in Z is a descendant of X, and
b) Z blocks every path between X and Y that contains an arrow into X.
Complete graphical conditions have been derived for determining whether a set is admissible for adjustment [21,
25, 15] as follows.
Definition 3 (Proper Causal Path). A proper causal path from a nodeX ∈ X to a node Y ∈ Y is a causal path (i.e., a
directed path) which does not intersect X except at the beginning of the path.
Definition 4 (Adjustment Criterion [21]). A set of variables Z satisfies the adjustment criterion relative to a pair of
variables (X,Y) in a causal graphG if:
a) No element of Z is a descendant in GX of anyW /∈ X which lies on a proper causal path from X to Y.
b) All non-causal paths between X and Y in G are blocked by Z.
A set Z is an admissible adjustment for estimating the causal effect of X on Y by the adjustment formula if and
only if it satisfies the adjustment criterion.
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3 Adjustment for Recovering Causal Effects from Missing Data
In this section we address the task of recovering a causal effect P (y | do(x)) from missing data given a m-graph G
over observed variables V = Vo ∪ Vm and missingness indicators R. The main difference with the well studied iden-
tifiability problem [13], where we attempt to identify P (y | do(x)) from the joint distribution P (V), lies in that, given
data corrupted by missing values, P (V) itself may not be recoverable. Instead, a distribution like P (Vo,Vm,R = 1) is
assumed to be estimable from observed data cases in which all variables in V are observed (i.e., complete data cases).
In general, in the context of missing data, the probability distributions in the form of P (Vo,W,RW = 1) for any
W ⊆ Vm, called manifest distributions, are assumed to be estimable from observed data cases in which all variables in
W are observed (values of variables in Vm \W are possibly missing). The problem of recovering probabilistic queries
from the manifest distributions has been studied in [11, 10, 19, 23].
We will extend the adjustment formula for identifying causal effects to the context of missing data based on the
following observation which is stated in Theorem 1 in [11]:
Lemma 1. For any Wo,Zo ∈ Vo and Wm,Zm ∈ Vm, P (Wo,Wm | Zo,Zm,RWm∪Zm = 1) is recoverable.
Formally, we introduce the adjustment formula for recovering causal effects frommissing data by extending Eq. (1)
as follows.
Definition 5 (M-Adjustment Formula). Given a m-graph G over observed variables V = Vo ∪ Vm and missingness
indicators R, a set Z ⊆ V is called a m-adjustment (adjustment under missing data) set for estimating the causal effect
of X on Y, if, for every model compatible with G, it holds that
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
z
P (y | x, z,RW = 1)P (z | RW = 1), (2)
where W = Vm ∩ (X ∪ Y ∪ Z).
In the above formulation, we allow that the treatments X, outcomes Y, and covariates Z all could contain Vm
variables that have missing values. Both terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2) are recoverable based on Lemma 1.
Therefore the causal effect P (y | do(x)) is recoverable if it can be expressed in the form of m-adjustment.
We look for conditions under which a set Z is admissible as m-adjustment. In principle this can be derived
using do-calculus. As an example, consider the m-graph in Fig. 3 where R1, R2, R3 are missingness indicators for
Zm1, Zm2, Zm3 respectively. We show that {Zm1} is m-adjustment admissible for recoveringP (y | do(x1, x2)) using
do-calculus derivation as follows:
P (y | do(x1, x2))
= P (y | do(x1, x2), R1 = 1) (3)
=
∑
Zm1
P (y | do(x1, x2), Zm1, R1 = 1)P (Zm1 | R1 = 1, do(x1, x2)) (4)
=
∑
Zm1
P (y | do(x1, x2), Zm1, R1 = 1)P (Zm1 | R1 = 1) (5)
=
∑
Zm1
P (y | x1, x2, Zm1, R1 = 1)P (Zm1 | R1 = 1). (6)
In general using do-calculus to recover causal effects is difficult due to many possible ways of applying do-calculus
rules in every stage of the derivation. Intuitively, we can start with the adjustment formula (1), consider an adjustment
set as a candidate m-adjustment set, and then check for needed conditional independence relations. Based on this
intuition, we obtain a straightforward sufficient condition for a set Z to be a m-adjustment set as follows.
Proposition 1. A set Z is a m-adjustment set for estimating the causal effect of X on Y if, letting W = Vm∩(X∪Y∪Z),
a) Z satisfies the adjustment criterion (Def. 4),
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Figure 3: An example of m-adjustment in a MNAR model
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Figure 4: In this m-graph Vm2 is not d-separated from R2. However, {Vm2, Vm1} is an admissible m-adjustment set.
b) RW is d-separated from Y given X, Z, i.e., (Y ⊥ RW | X, Z),
c) Z is d-separated from RW, i.e., (Z ⊥ RW).
Proof. Condition (a) makes sure that the causal effect can be identified in terms of the adjustment formula (1). Then
given Conditions (b) and (c), Eq. (1) is equal to Eq. (2).
For example, in Fig. 3, {Zm1}, {Zm3}, and {Zm1, Zm3} all satisfy the back-door criterion (and therefore the
adjustment criterion), however only {Zm1} satisfies the conditions in Proposition 1 ({Zm3}, and {Zm1, Zm3} do not
satisfy Condition (c) because Zm3 is not d-separated from R3).
However this straightforward criterion in Proposition 1 is not necessary. To witness, consider the set {Vm1, Vm2}
in Fig. 4 which satisfies the back-door criterion but not the conditions in Proposition 1 because Vm2 is not d-separated
from R2. Still, it can be shown that {Vm1, Vm2} is a m-adjustment set by do-calculus derivation as follows:
P (y | do(x))
= P (y | do(x), R1 = 1, R2 = 1) (7)
=
∑
vm1,vm2
P (y | do(x), vm1, vm2, R1 = 1, R2 = 1)P (vm1, vm2 | R1 = 1, R2 = 1, do(x)) (8)
=
∑
vm1,vm2
P (y | do(x), vm1, vm2, R1 = 1, R2 = 1)P (vm1, vm2 | R1 = 1, R2 = 1) (9)
=
∑
vm1,vm2
P (y | x, vm1, vm2, R1 = 1, R2 = 1)P (vm1, vm2 | R1 = 1, R2 = 1). (10)
Next we introduce a complete criterion to determine whether a covariate set is admissible as m-adjustment to
recover causal effects from missing data, extending the existing work on adjustment [21, 25, 3, 4, 15].
Definition 6 (M-Adjustment Criterion). Given a m-graph G over observed variables V = Vo ∪ Vm and missingness
indicators R, and disjoint sets of variables X, Y, Z ⊆ V, letting W = Vm ∩ (X ∪ Y ∪ Z), Z satisfies the m-adjustment
criterion relative to the pair (X,Y) if
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a) No element of Z is a descendant in GX of anyW /∈ X which lies on a proper causal path from X to Y.
b) All non-causal paths between X and Y in G are blocked by Z and RW.
c) RW is d-separated from Y given X under the intervention of do(x), i.e., (Y ⊥ RW | X)G
X
.
d) EveryX ∈ X is either a non-ancestor of RW or it is d-separated from Y in GX , i.e., ∀X ∈ X ∩ An(RW), (X ⊥
Y)GX .
Theorem 1 (M-Adjustment). A set Z is a m-adjustment set for recovering causal effect of X on Y by the m-adjustment
formula in Def. 5 if and only if it satisfies the m-adjustment criterion in Def. 6.
The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in the Appendix B. Conditions (a) and (b) in Def. 6 echo the adjustment
criterion in Def. 4 and it can be shown that if Z satisfies the m-adjustment criterion then it satisfies the adjustment
criterion (using the fact that no variables in R can be parents of variables in V). In other words, we only need to look
for m-adjustment sets from admissible adjustment sets.
As an example consider Fig. 4. Both {Vm1} and {Vm1, Vm2} satisfy the m-adjustment criterion (and the adjust-
ment criterion too). According to Theorem 1, P (y | do(x)) can be recovered from missing data by m-adjustment
given in Eq. (10), and can also by recovered as
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
vm1
p(y | x, vm1, R1 = 1)P (vm1 | R1 = 1). (11)
3.1 Estimating m-adjustment
Covariate adjustment is arguably the most widely used method for causal effect estimation in practice. A naive
approach to estimating P (y | do(x)) is directly using Eq. (1) and estimating the conditional probability distribution
of Y given X = x for each possible value of Z. However, this approach faces computational and sample complexity
challenges when Z is high dimensional. The number of different values of Z grows exponentially in the cardinality
of Z, and the number of samples falling under each Z value may be too small to provide a reliable estimate of the
conditional distribution.
Robust weighting-based statistical estimation procedures have been developed for estimating the adjustment for-
mula, such as the inverse-probability or stabilized weighting (IPW, SW) [16], to circumvent these issues with great
practical success. These procedures are based on the following rewriting of the adjustment formula
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
z
P (y, x, z)
P (x | z)
. (12)
If a reliable estimate of the conditional distribution P (x | z) could be obtained, known as the “propensity score” [14],
then the causal effect could be estimated by “weighting” every observed sample by the factor 1/P (x | z), leading to
the widely used “inverse probability weighed (IPW) estimator” [16]. In practice, P (x | z) is estimated from data by
assuming some parametric model (often a logistic regression model).
Next, we show that IPW style estimator could be constructed in the presence of missing data if the causal effect
can be estimated using the m-adjustment formula. We rewrite the m-adjustment formula (2) as follows:
P (y | do(x))
=
∑
z
P (y | x, z,RW = 1)P (z | RW = 1) (13)
=
∑
z
P (y, x, z | RW = 1)
P (x, z | RW = 1))
P (z | RW = 1) (14)
=
∑
z
P (y, x, z | RW = 1)
P (x | z,RW = 1)P (z | RW = 1)
P (z | RW = 1) (15)
=
∑
z
P (y, x, z | RW = 1)
P (x | z,RW = 1)
(16)
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Based on Eq. (16), all the weighting-based techniques developed for estimating the adjustment formula could be
directly extended to estimate the m-adjustment formula by using data cases where all the variables in X ∪ Y ∪ Z are
observed.
In fact, a popular method to deal with missing data in practice is to use IPW techniques while only using data cases
for which all the relevant variables are observed assuming the covariates are admissible for adjustment. However,
this practice may lead to biased estimation if the covariates are not admissible for m-adjustment. As implied by the
necessary and sufficient result stated in Theorem 1, this method is justified only if the covariates are admissible for
m-adjustment which is often a stronger requirement than admissible for adjustment.
4 Listing M-Adjustment Sets
In the previous section we provided a criterion under which a set of variables Z is an admissible m-adjustment set for
recovering a causal effect. It is natural to ask how to find an admissible set. In reality, it is common that more than one
set of variables are admissible. In such situations it is possible that some m-adjustment sets might be preferable over
others based on various aspects such as feasibility, difficulty, and cost of collecting variables. Next we first present
an algorithm that systematically lists all m-adjustment sets and then present an algorithm that finds a minimum m-
adjustment set. These algorithms provide flexibility for researchers to choose their preferred adjustment set based on
their needs and assumptions.
4.1 Listing all admissible sets
It turns out in general there may exist exponential number of m-adjustment sets. To illustrate, we look for possible
m-adjustment sets in the m-graph in Fig. 5 for recovering the causal effect p(y | do(x)) (this graph is adapted from a
graph in [4]). A valid m-adjustment set Z needs to close all the k non-causal paths from X to Y . Z must contain at
least one variable in {Vi1, Vi2, Vi3} for each i = 1, . . . , k. Therefore, to close each path, there are 7 possible Z sets,
and for k paths, we have total 7k Z sets as potential m-adjustment sets. For each of them, Conditions (c) and (d) in
Def. 6 are satisfied because (R ⊥ Y | X)G
X
andX is not an ancestor of any R variables. We obtain that there are at
least 7k number of m-adjustment sets.
R11
....
Rk1
V1
X
V11 V12 V13
V21 V22 V23
Y
V2
V3
R13
....
Rk3
......
..
Vk1 Vk2 Vk3
Figure 5: An example of exponential number of m-adjustment sets
The above example demonstrates that any algorithm that lists all m-adjustment sets will be exponential time com-
plexity. To deal with this issue, we will provide an algorithm with polynomial delay complexity [22]. Polynomial
delay algorithms require polynomial time to generate the first output (or indicate failure) and the time between any
two consecutive outputs is polynomial as well.
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To facilitate the construction of a listing algorithm, we introduce a graph transformation called Proper Backdoor
Graph originally introduced by Van der Zander, Liskiewicz, and Textor (2014).
Definition 7 (Proper Backdoor Graph [25]). Let G be a causal graph, and X,Y be disjoint subsets of variables. The
proper backdoor graph, denoted as GpbdX,Y , is obtained from G by removing the first edge of every proper causal path
from X to Y.
Next we present an alternative equivalent formulation of the m-adjustment criterion in Def. 6 that will be useful in
constructing a listing algorithm.
Definition 8 (M-Adjustment Criterion, Math. Version). Given a m-graph G over observed variables V = Vo ∪ Vm
and missingness indicators R, and disjoint sets of variables X, Y, Z ⊆ V, letting W = Vm ∩ (X ∪ Y ∪ Z), Z satisfies
the m-adjustment criterion relative to the pair (X,Y) if
a) Z ∩Dpcp(X,Y) = φ
b) (Y ⊥ X | Z,RW)Gpbd
X,Y
c) (Y ⊥ RW | X)G
X
d) ((X ∩ An(RW)) ⊥ Y)GX
where
Dpcp(X,Y) = De((De(X)G
X
\ X) ∩An(Y)G
X
). (17)
In Definition 8,Dpcp(X,Y), originally introduced in [25], represents the set of descendants of those variables in a
proper causal path from X to Y.
Proposition 2. Definition 8 and Definition 6 are equivalent.
Note that all the proofs of the propositions and theorems in Section 4 are given in Appendix A.
Finally to help understanding the logic of the algorithm we introduce a definition originally introduced in [4]:
Definition 9 (Family of Separators [4]). For a disjoint set of variables X, Y, E and I ⊆ E, a family of separators is
defined as follows:
ZG(X,Y)〈I,E〉 := {Z | (X ⊥ Y | Z)G and I ⊆ Z ⊆ E}, (18)
which represent the set of all sets that d-separate X and Y and encompass all variables in set I but do not have any
variables outside E.
Algorithm 1 presents the function ListMAdj that lists all the m-adjustment sets in a givenm-graphG for recovering
the causal effect of X on Y. We note that the algorithm uses an external function FindSep described in [25] (not
presented in this paper). FindSep(G, X, Y, I, E) will return a set in ZG(X,Y)〈I,E〉 if such a set exists; otherwise it
returns⊥ representing failure.
Function ListMAdj works by first excluding all variables lying in the proper causal paths from consideration (Line
3) and then calling the function ListSepConditions (Line 4) to return all the m-adjustment sets. The function of
ListSepConditions is summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 3 (Correctness of ListSepConditions). Given a m-graphG and sets of disjoint variables X, Y, and E and
I ⊆ E, ListSepConditions lists all Z variables such that:
Z ∈ {Z | (X ⊥ Y | Z,RZ,RX∩Vm ,RY∩Vm)Gpbd
X,Y
& (Y ⊥ RZ | X)G
X
& ((X ∩ An(RZ)) ⊥ Y)GX& I ⊆ Z ⊆ E}
Where RZ is a shorthand for RZ∩Vm .
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Algorithm 1: Listing all the m-adjustment sets
1 Function ListMAdj (G,X,Y,Vo,Vm,R)
2 GpbdX,Y ← compute proper back-door graph G
3 E← (Vo ∪ Vm ∪ R) \ {X ∪ Y ∪Dpcp(X,Y)}.
4 ListSepConditions(GpbdX,Y,X,Y,R,Vo,Vm, I = {RX∩Vm ∪ RY∩Vm},E)
5 end
6 Function ListSepConditions (G,X,Y,R,Vo,Vm, I,E)
7 if (Y ⊥ RI | X)G
X
and ((X ∩An(RI)) ⊥ Y)GX and FindSep(G,X,Y, I,E) 6= ⊥ then
8 if I = E then
9 Output(I \ R)
10 else
11 W← arbitrary variable from E \ (I ∪R)
12 ifW ∈ Vo then
13 ListSepConditions(G,X,Y,R,Vo,Vm, I ∪ {W},E)
14 ListSepConditions(G,X,Y,R,Vo,Vm, I ,E \ {W})
15 end
16 ifW ∈ Vm and RW ∈ E then
17 ListSepConditions(G,X,Y,R,Vo,Vm, I ∪ {W,RW },E)
18 ListSepConditions(G,X,Y,R,Vo,Vm, I, E \ {W,RW })
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 end
ListSepConditions, by considering both including and not including each variable, recursively generates all subset
of variables in V and for each generated set examines whether the conditions (b), (c), and (d) in Def. 8 holds or not. If
those conditions were satisfied, the algorithm will return that candidate set as a m-adjustment set. ListSepConditions
generates each potential set by taking advantage of back-track algorithm and at each recursion for a variableW ∈ V
examines two cases of having W in candidate set or not. If W ∈ Vo, then the algorithm examines having and not
having this variable in the m-adjustment set and continues to decide about the rest of the variables in next recursion.
IfW ∈ Vm, then the algorithm includes bothW and RW in the candidate m-adjustment set. Therefore, the algorithm
considers both cases of havingW,RW and not having them in the candidate set. ListSepConditions, at the beginning
of each recursion in Line 7, examines whether the candidate m-adjustment set so far satisfies the conditions (b), (c),
(d) in Def. 6 or not. If any of them is not satisfied, the recursion stops for that candidate set. The function FindSep
examines the existence of a set containing all variables in I and not having any of V \ E that d-separates X from
Y. If this set does not exist FindSep returns ⊥. ListSepConditions utilizes FindSep in order to check satisfaction of
condition (b) in Def. 8 for the candidate set. Since the graph G that is given to FindSep is a proper back-door graph,
all paths between X and Y in this graph is non-causal. Therefore, if a set separates X and Y in Gpbd, this set blocks all
non-causal paths from X to Y in G.
The following theorem states that ListMAdj lists all the m-adjustment sets in a given m-graphG for recovering the
causal effect of X on Y.
Theorem 2 (Correctness of ListMAdj). Given a m-graph G and sets of disjoint variables X, Y, ListMAdj returns all
the sets that satisfy the m-adjustment criterion relative to (X,Y).
The follow results state that Algorithm 1 is polynomial delay.
Proposition 4 (Complexity of ListSepConditions). ListSepConditions for a given graph G has a time complexity of
O(n(n+m)) polynomial delay where n andm are the number of variables and edges in G respectively.
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Theorem 3 (Complexity of ListMAdj). ListMAdj for a given graphG returns all the m-adjustment sets with O(n(n+
m)) polynomial delay where n andm are the number of variables and edges in G respectively.
4.2 Finding Minimum M-Adjustment Set
The problem of finding a m-adjustment set with minimum number of variables is important from several aspects. This
can reduce the computational time, while making the result more interpretive. The cost of collecting more variables
might be another reason researchers prefer to find a minimum set. Next we present an algorithm that for a given graph
G with disjoint sets X and Y returns a m-adjustment set with the minimum number of variables.
Function FindMinAdjSet takes a m-graphG as input and returns a m-adjustment set with minimum number of vari-
ables. The function works by first removing all variables that violate Conditions (a), (c), and (d) in the m-adjustment
criterion Def. 6 in lines 2 to 5, and then calling an external function FinMinCostSep given in [25] which returns a
minimum weight separator. FindMinAdjSet sets all the weights for each variable to be 1 to get a set with minimum
size.
Algorithm 2: Find minimum size m-adjustment set
1 Function FindMinAdjSet(G,X,Y,Vo,Vm,R)
2 G′← compute proper back-door graphGpbdX,Y
3 E← (Vo ∪ Vm) \ {X ∪Y ∪Dpcp(X,Y)}.
4 E′ ← {E ∈ E | E ∈ Vo or E ∈ Vm and (RE ⊥ Y | X)G′X
}
5 E′′ ← {E ∈ E′ | E ∈ Vo or E ∈ Vm and (X ∩An(RE) ⊥ Y)G′X
}
6 W← 1 for all variables
7 I← empty set
8 N← FindMinCostSep(G′, X, Y, I, E′′,W)
9 return N ∪ RN
10 end
Theorem 4 (Correctness of FindMinAdjSet). Given a m-graph G and disjoint sets of variables X, Y, FindMinAdjSet
returns a m-adjustment set relative to (X,Y) with minimum number of variables.
Theorem 5 (Time Complexity of FindMinAdjSet). FindMinAdjSet has a time complexity of O(n3).
5 Adjustment from both Selection Bias and Missing Data
In Sections 3 and 4 we have addressed the task of recovering causal effects by adjustment from missing data. In
practice another common issue that data scientists face in estimating causal effects is selection bias. Selection bias can
be modeled by introducing a binary indicator variable S such that S = 1 if a unit is included in the sample, and S = 0
otherwise [2]. Graphically selection bias is modeled by a special hollow node S (drawn round with double border)
that is pointed to by every variable in V that affects the process by which an unit is included in the data. In Fig. 6(a),
for example, selection is affected by the treatment variable.
In the context of selection bias, the observed distribution is P (V | S = 1), collected under seletion bias, instead of
P (V). The goal of inference is to recover the causal effect P (y | do(x)) from P (V | S = 1). The use of adjustment
for recovering causal effects in this setting has been studied and complete adjustment conditions have been developed
in [3, 4].
What if the observed data suffer from both selection bias andmissing values? In the model in Fig. 6(b), for example,
whether a unit is included in the sample depends on the value of the outcome. If a unit is included in the sample, the
values of treatment X could be missing depending on the actual X values. Table. 1 indicate a compatible examples
with the Fig. 6(b) declaring the difference of missing and selection mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, causal
inference under this setting has not been formally studied.
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Figure 6: Examples of selection bias and MNAR
Table 1: An example of data compatible with Fig.6
ID X RX Y S
1 1 1 0 1
2 0 1 1 1
3 NA NA NA 0
4 NA 0 1 1
5 NA NA NA 0
In this section, we will characterize the use of adjustment for causal effect identification when the observed data
suffer from both selection bias and missing values. First we introduce an adjustment formula called MS-adjustment
for recovering causal effect under both missing data and selection bias. Then we provide a complete condition under
which a set Z is valid as MS-adjustment set. We then provide an example to demonstrate its application.
Definition 10 (MS-Adjustment Formula). Given a m-graphG over observed variables V = Vo∪Vm and missingness
indicators R augmented with a selection bias indicator S, a set Z ⊆ V is called a ms-adjustment (adjustment under
missing data and selection bias) set for estimating the causal effect of X on Y, if for every model compatible with G it
holds that
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
z
P (y | x, z,RW = 1, S = 1)P (z | RW = 1, S = 1), (19)
where W = Vm ∩ (X ∪ Y ∪ Z).
Both terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (19) are recoverable from selection biased data in which all variables in
X ∪ Y ∪ Z are observed. Therefore the causal effect P (y | do(x)) is recoverable if it can be expressed in the form of
ms-adjustment.
Next we provide a complete criterion to determine whether a set Z is an admissible ms-adjustment.
Definition 11 (MS-Adjustment Criterion). Given a m-graphG over observed variables V = Vo∪Vm and missingness
indicators R augmented with a selection bias indicator S, and disjoint sets of variables X, Y, Z, letting W = Vm ∩
(X ∪ Y ∪ Z), Z satisfies the ms-adjustment criterion relative to the pair (X,Y) if
a) No element of Z is a descendant in GX of anyW /∈ X which lies on a proper causal path from X to Y.
b) All non-causal paths between X and Y in G are blocked by Z, RW, and S.
c) RW and S are d-separated from Y given X under the intervention of do(x). i.e., (Y ⊥ (RW ∪ S) | X)GX
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d) EveryX ∈ X is either a non-ancestor of {RW, S} or it is d-separated from Y in GX . i.e., ∀X ∈ X ∩ An(RW ∪
S), (X ⊥ Y)GX
Theorem 6 (MS-Adjustment). A set Z is a ms-adjustment set for recovering causal effect of X on Y by the ms-
adjustment formula in Definition 19 if and only if it satisfies the ms-adjustment criterion in Definition 11.
The proof of Theorem 6 is presented in the Appendix B.
X1
V1
V2
V3
V4
R1
V5R5
Y
X2
S RY
Figure 7: An example for recovering causal effect under both selection bias and MNAR data
To demonstrate the application of Theorem 6, consider the causal graph in Fig. 7 where V1 ,V5, Y may have
missing values and the selection S depends on the values ofX2. To recover the causal effect of {X1, X2} on variable
Y , V1 satisfies the ms-adjustment criterion. To confirm we derive using do-calculus as follows:
P (y | do(x1, x2))
= P (y | do(x1, x2), S = 1, Ry = 1, R1 = 1) (20)
=
∑
V1
P (y | do(x1, x2), V1, S = 1, Ry = 1, R1 = 1)P (V1 | do(x1, x2), S = 1, Ry = 1, R1 = 1) (21)
=
∑
V1
P (y | do(x1, x2), V1, S = 1, Ry = 1, R1 = 1)P (V1 | S = 1, Ry = 1, R1 = 1) (22)
=
∑
V1
P (y | x1, x2, V1, S = 1, Ry = 1, R1 = 1)P (V1 | S = 1, Ry = 1, R1 = 1) (23)
We note that the two algorithms given in Section 4, for listing all m-adjustment sets and finding a minimum size
m-adjustment set, can be extended to list all ms-adjustment sets and find a minimum ms-adjustment set with minor
modifications.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we introduce a m-adjustment formula for recovering causal effect in the presence of MNAR data and
provide a necessary and sufficient graphical condition - m-adjustment criterion for when a set of covariates are valid
m-adjustment. We introduce a ms-adjustment formulation for causal effects identification in the presence of both
selection bias and MNAR data and provide a necessary and sufficient graphical condition - ms-adjustment criterion
for when a set of covariates are valid ms-adjustment. We develop an algorithm that lists all valid m-adjustment or
ms-adjustment sets in polynomial delay time, and an algorithm that finds a valid m-adjustment or ms-adjustment set
containing the minimum number of variables. The algorithms are useful for data scientists to select adjustment sets
with desired properties (e.g. low measurement cost). Adjustment is the most used tool for estimating causal effect in
the data sciences. The results in this paper should help to alleviate the problem of missing data and selection bias in a
broad range of data-intensive applications.
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Appendix A: Proofs in Section 4
Proposition 2. Definition 8 and Definition 6 are equivalent.
Proof: Condition (c) and (d) in both definitions are the same. Condition (a) in Def. 8 indicates that Z cannot be in
Dpcp(X,Y). i.e., Z may not be descendant of any variables lies in proper causal path from X to Y. This is as same as
condition (a) in Def. 6. In order to prove Def. 8→ Def. 6, it is left to show Def. 8 leads to condition (b) in Def.6. By
contradiction, assume there is a open non-causal path from a X ′ ∈ X to Y ′ ∈ Y. Condition (b) in Def. 8 requires all
non-causal proper back-door paths to be blocked. Therefore, This open non-causal path p does not belongs to proper
back-door graph. The path p has edges coming out of X and belongs to a proper path q. Without lose of generality,
assume X ′ ∈ X is the first and only variable in X that lies in the path p, otherwise, consider part of the path p with
only X ′ at the beginning of it. Let W be the variable on the other side of this edge, and Y ′ ∈ Y be the last variable
in path p and Y ′′ be the last one in q. Path p cannot be a direct path from X ′ to Y ′ since it is a non-causal path.
Therefore, p should have colliders belong to Z∪RW. These colliders cannot belong to Z due to condition (a) in Def. 8.
Consequently, they should belong to RW which violates condition (c). Therefore, our assumption about the existence
of the path p is not true. For the other direction, the closeness of all non-causal paths by Z ∪RW leads to closeness of
non-causal proper back-door paths. To prove this theorem, we used some achievements in [4].
Proposition 3 (Correctness of ListSepCondition). Given a m-graph G and sets of disjoint variables X, Y, and E
and I ⊆ E, ListSepConditions lists all Z variables such that:
Z ∈ {Z | (X ⊥ Y | Z,RZ,RX∩Vm ,RY∩Vm)Gpbd
X,Y
& (Y ⊥ RZ | X)G
X
& ((X ∩An(RZ)) ⊥ Y)GX& I ⊆ Z ⊆ E}
Where RZ is a shorthand for RZ∩Vm .
Proof: The proof for this theorem includes two parts. In the first part, we prove the algorithm returns sound results,
and in the second part we prove the algorithm returns all the correct results.
Part 1: Line 8 is where the algorithm returns the output. To get to line 8, the conditions in line 7 need to be sat-
isfied. The conditions of (Y ⊥ RZ | X)G
X
and ((X ∩ An(RZ)) ⊥ Y)GX are exactly checked in line 7. We explain
how the algorithm makes sure the condition (X ⊥ Y | Z,RZ,RX∩Vm ,RY∩Vm)Gpbd
X,Y
holds. Function FindSep exam-
ines if a candidate set is a valid separator for the sets X and Y in the graph G. Note that in our case, we are giving
proper back-door graph as an input to this function. Therefore, all paths from X to Y are non-causal paths, and a set
is a separator relative to the graph G and sets X and Y, if and only if it closes all non-casual paths. If the set closes
all non-causal path, the FindSep function returns true. Therefore, all outputs satisfy the three m-adjustment criterion
(b,c,d).
Part 2: We prove the algorithm returns all sets satisfying m-adjustment criterion (b,c,d). The algorithm examines
all subsets of E as a candidate sets by checking the two potential sets including and excluding W ∈ E in the sets
with a backtracking. After selectingW , the algorithm evaluates type ofW to see whether it belongs to Vm or Vo. If
W ∈ Vo, the algorithm goes to the two next recursions of havingW in the set and not having it. IfW ∈ Vm, it ensures
to include RW or not include it along variableW . Therefore, we evaluate all subsets of E. It is only necessary for the
algorithm to ensure not abort any recursion that is creating a valid m-adjustment sets. The only part of the algorithm
that is responsible for aborting the recursion is line 7. ListSepCondition starts with a small set in each recursion path
and in each run adds a variable to the set I, if any of independencies (Y ⊥ RI | X)G
X
and ((X ∩ An(RI)) ⊥ Y)GX
in line 7 do not hold at any step of recursion, it means by adding more variables to I the dependency status wont
change. Also, if FindSep cannot find an adjustment set for a given I and E, then there is not any set having I as
a subset of it that is adjustable. If a m-adjustment set blocks all non-causal paths, which means being separator, the
FindSep should not return null for it. Therefore, the algorithm returns all sets Z satisfying the conditions and is correct.
Theorem 2(Correctness of ListMAdj). Given a m-graph G and sets of disjoint variables X, Y, ListMAdj returns
all the sets that satisfy the m-adjustment criterion relative to (X,Y).
Proof: ListMAdj function in the first line excludes all variables violating condition (a) in m-adjustment criterion in
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Def. 6 and then calls ListSepCondition. Based on the theorem 3, It is proved that ListSepCondition returns all candi-
dates for m-adjustment sets satisfying m-adjustment criterion (b,c,d) in Def. 6. Therefore, the function returns all sets
that satisfying m-adjustment criterion.
Proposition 4 (Complexity of ListSepConditions). ListSepConditions for a given graph G has a time complex-
ity of O(n(n +m)) polynomial delay where n andm are the number of variables and edges in G respectively.
Proof: To show the algorithm has a polynomial delay time complexity, we first demonstrate that it has an exponential
time complexity and then we show it returns the first output as well as any two consecutive output in polynomial delay
time. This algorithm examines all subset of variables in V as candidate m-adjustment sets. The number of subsets is
exponential to the size of V. Therefore, algorithm has an exponential time complexity. Consider the recursion tree of
ListSepConditions function. For each node in this tree, the function checks the two independencies mentioned in line
7 and then calls FindSep function. If all conditions in line 7 satisfy, the algorithm goes to the next node in recursion.
Checking the first two conditions requiresO(n+m) and FindSep has a time complexity of O(n+m). Therefore the
time needed for examining each node is O(3(n+m)) = O((n +m)). In order to print an output the recursion needs
to reach to the leaf of the tree. Recursion at each step removes a variable from the potential variables that are in the
set. The depth of the tree is equal to size of n =| V |. Therefore, the time needed to reach to the end of the recursion
and return the output is O(n(n +m)). For generating the next output, the algorithm needs to goes back from a leaf
node to the next leaf node. In the worst case, consider all branched were aborted due to rejection of any of conditions
in line 7. In this case, the algorithm needs to check all the nodes from the end of the tree to top of it. This is equal to
depth of the tree. A tree can have a depth with a length of at most n nodes. Therefore, generating the next output takes
at most O(n(n+m)) time.
Theorem 3 (Complexity of ListMAdj). ListMAdj for a given graph G returns all the m-adjustment sets with
O(n(n+m)) polynomial delay where n andm are the number of variables and edges in G respectively.
Proof: This function in the first part computesDpcp(X,Y). This can be done in polynomial time. Later, the function
calls ListSepCondition function which has exponential time complexity with O(n(n +m)) polynomial delay. There-
fore, the time complexity of entire algorithm is O(n(n +m)) polynomial delay.
Theorem 4 (Correctness of FindMinAdjSet). Given a m-graph G and disjoint sets of variables X, Y, FindMi-
nAdjSet returns a m-adjustment set relative to (X,Y) with minimum number of variables.
Proof: To prove FindMinAdjSet works properly, we prove this algorithm returns a valid m-adjustment and this m-
adjustment has a minimum size. The algorithm excludes all variables that violate condition (a,c,d) in m-adjustment
criterion in Def. 6. This function then find a minimum set D in a proper back-door graph GpbdX,Y by using a FindMin-
CostSep. Since a separator in a GpbdX,Y , blocks all non-causal path, the returned set will satisfies the m-adjustment
condition (b). Note that it might be thought that adding RD variables to D will open a blocked path. However, no
RD lies on causal and non-causal path to Y because of independecy condition between Y and RD. Therefore, this
situation does not happen. Now we prove FindMinAdjSet returns the minimum size m-adjustment. It is proved that
FinMinCostSep [25] returns a minimum separator in a graph G. Finding the minimum weight m-adjustment set in
m-graph and causal graph is similar. The only difference between them is that in m-graph we have R variables. We
explained that no RD lies on the path to Y. Therefore, a set with R variables as m-adjustment set cannot have the
minimum size and it won’t be returned by FindMinCostSep function.
Theorem 5 (Time Complexity FindMinAjdSet). FindMinAdjSet has a time complexity of O(n3).
Proof: Consider a given graphG = (V,E) with |V |= n and |E|= m. Generating proper back-door graph fromG can
be done in O(m + n). The time complexity of computingDpcp is O(n(n +m)) also. Therefore, Line 3 has a com-
plexity ofO(n(n+m)). Testing the d-separation can be done inO(n+m) and since we are checking d-separation for
all nodes the line 4 and 5 has On(n+m) complexity. The time complexity of FindMinCostSep is O(n3). Therefore,
the time complexity of FindMinAjdSet is O(n3).
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Appendix B: Proofs for Theorems 1 and 6
In the following section we used some of the proofs in [3].
Lemma 2. Let X, Y, Z be three disjoint sets of variables in an m-graph G augmented with selection bias. If a set Z
satisfies the conditions in Def. 11 for a given set of treatment and outcome {X, Y}, Z can be partitioned into the sets
bellow:
• ZY,1nd = {Z | Z ∈ Z \DeX and (Z ⊥ Y | X,RW, S)GX}
• ZX,1nd = {Z | Z ∈ Z \DeX \ Z
Y,1
nd and (Z ⊥ X | Z
Y,1
nd ,RW, S)GX(RW,S)
}
• ZYd = {Z | Z ∈ Z ∩ DeX and (Z ⊥ Y | X,Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,RW, S)GX}
• ZXd = {Z ∩DeX \ Z
Y
d }
• ZY,2nd = {Z | Z ∈ Z \ Dex \ Z
Y,1
nd \ Z
X,1
nd and (Z ⊥ Y | X,Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,RW, S)GX}
• ZX,2nd = Z \DeX \ Z
Y,1
nd \ Z
X,1
nd \ Z
Y,2
nd
Based on this partitioning, the following independencies can be conclude:
(ZXd ⊥ X | Z
Y
d ,Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,RW, S)G
X(ZYd ,RW,S)
and (ZX,2nd ⊥ X | Z \ Z
X,2
nd ,RW, S)G
X(ZYd ,Z
X
d ,RW,S)
.
Proof, Part 1. To prove this independency holds: (ZX,2nd ⊥ X | Z \ Z
X,2
nd ,RW, S)G
X(ZYd ,Z
X
d ,RW,S)
, we assume,
by contradiction, that this assumption is not true. Therefore, there should be an open path between Z ′ ∈ Z \ DeX \
Z
Y,1
nd \Z
X,1
nd \Z
Y,2
nd andX ∈ X. We name this path q in the graphGX . Since Z
′ does not belong to Z
Y,1
nd and based on
the definition of Z
Y,1
nd , there exists an open path between Y ∈ Y and Z
′. We call this path p. The only collider that is
allowed to exist in path p is Z ′. P cannot have any variable as a collider in {RW, S} due to condition (c) that requires
the d-separation between Y and {RW, S} for a givenX . The variable Z ′ is not in Z
Y,2
nd based on the definition of Z
X,2
nd .
Therefore, p does not contain any covariate in ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d or Z
Y,2
nd ; Otherwise, these sets close p and lead Z
′
belongs to Z
Y,2
nd as per the fact that p does not have any colliders. We have two situations: X is or is not the ancestor
of {RW, S}. In the first scenario, the arrow in path q needs to come out ofX . The definition of Z
′ necessitates that Z ′
is not a descendant of X . Therefore, there will be colliders in q. Due to the assumption that q is open, these colliders
must be ancestors of {RW, S}. This is in contradiction with the assumption that X is not an ancestor of the variables
in {RW, S}.
For the case that arrows coming into X , consider the joint path p and q. In this path, X should be an ancestor of
{RW, S} which is in contradiction to condition (d). If Z
′ is a collider in the joint path, we will have a non-causal open
path which is against condition (b). If the arrows come out ofX in path q, due to the fact that Z ′ is non-descendant of
X , we need to have a collider in q. Based on our assumption q is open. Therefore, the collider belongs to {RW, S},
otherwise Z ′ would be in the set ZX,1nd . HavingW ∈ {RW, S} as a collider in q necessitate Z
′ to be a collider by itself
since we need to close the open path fromW to Y based on condition (c). However, then conditioning on Z ′ will open
the non-causal path from X to Y. Therefore, the assumption of the existence of such Z ′ is invalid.
Proof, Part 2. To prove this independency, (ZXd ⊥ X | Z
Y
d ,Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,RW, S)GX(ZYd ,RW,S)
, we consider two cases of
ZXd 6= 0 and Z
X
d = 0. For the first case, by contradiction, assume the independency is not true. Therefore, there exists
an open path q between X and Z ′ ∈ ZXd , while the rest of Z
Y
d ,Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,RW, S are observed. Since Z
′ belongs to
ZXd , all variables in path q must be descendant of X . We know that Z
′ /∈ ZYd based on the definition Z
X
d . Therefore,
there exists an open path p from Z ′ to Y while the variables X,ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,RW, S are observed. There is no
variable belongs to X in path p based on the condition (b).
Consider the junction of paths q and p. Path p cannot be directed since this junction path will be a proper causal
path with some nodes from Z ′ on it. This is against condition (a). Therefore, p needs to have colliders on it. Based
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on condition (b), Z ′ cannot be collider, unless the path q be closed by ZX,1nd and Z
X,1
nd which, based on their def-
inition, is not possible to have them on q. If Z ′ is not collider in p, there needs to be another collider variable
W ∈ {RW, S} ∪ Z
Y,1
nd ∪ Z
X,1
nd ∪ Z
Y
d . None of these three sets can be collider. {RW, S} cannot be collider because of
condition (c). ZYd cannot be collider since it is independent of Y. Lastly, the two sets Z
Y,1
nd or Z
X,1
nd are descendant of
X. Therefore, they cannot be used asW . Since there is no valid variable to be as collider in path p, our assumption of
existence of path q is not a legitimate assumption.
Theorem 6 (MS-Adjustment) A set Z is a ms-adjustment set for recovering causal effect of X on Y by the ms-
adjustment formula in Definition 19 if and only if it satisfies the ms-adjustment criterion in Definition 11.
Proof (if): Based on lemma 1, a valid adjustment set Z can be partitioned into the {ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,Z
Y,2
nd ,Z
X,2
nd }.
Based on this fact, the casual effect of X on Y can be computed as follows:
According to condition (c), (Y ⊥ {RW, S} | X)G
X
and {RW, S} can be inserted into the following expression:
P (y | do(x)) = P (y | do(x),RW = 1, S = 1) (24)
Z
Y,1
nd is independent of Y. Therefore, it can be added to the first factor. Introducing the second factor with summation
over Z
Y,1
nd values is valid.
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
Y,1
nd
P (y | do(x),ZY,1nd ,RW = 1, S = 1)P (Z
Y,1
nd | RW = 1, S = 1) (25)
By conditioning on Z
X,1
nd in the first factor, we get the following expression:
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
Y,1
nd
,Z
X,1
nd
P (y | do(x),ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,RW = 1, S = 1)P (Z
X,1
nd | do(x),Z
Y,1
nd ,RW = 1, S = 1)
P (ZY,1nd | RW = 1, S = 1)
(26)
In the second factor we can remove do(x) based on the fact that (ZX,1nd ⊥ X | Z
Y,1
nd ,RW, S)GX(RW,S)
( G
X(RW,S)
=
G
X(ZY,1
nd
,RW,S)
since Z
Y,1
nd is independent of X), we can use rule 3 of the do-calculus and remove do(x). Taking
advantage of the chain rule, factors two and three can be joined.
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
Y,1
nd
,Z
X,1
nd
P (y | do(x),ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,RW = 1, S = 1)P (Z
Y,1
nd Z
X,1
nd | RW = 1, S = 1) (27)
ZYd is independent of Y, so we can insert it in the first factor. Z
Y,1
nd can be inserted in the second factor and summed
out on all its possible values.
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
Y,1
nd
,Z
X,1
nd
,ZY
d
P (y | do(x),ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,RW = 1, S = 1)P (Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d | RW = 1, S = 1)
(28)
Since ZXd is not independent of Y, conditioning on it leads to:
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P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
Y,1
nd
,Z
X,1
nd
,ZY
d
,ZX
d
P (y | do(x),ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,RW = 1, S = 1)P (Z
X
d | do(x),Z
X,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,RW = 1, S = 1)
× P (ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d | RW = 1, S = 1)
(29)
do(x) in the second factor can be removed by using rule 3 of the do-calculus, since the following independency:
(ZXd ⊥ X | Z
Y
d ,Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,RW = 1, S = 1)GX(ZY
d
,RW,S)
holds. Then applying the chain rule on the factors two and
three leads to the following expression.
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
Y,1
nd
,Z
X,1
nd
,ZY
d
,ZX
d
P (y | do(x),ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,RW = 1, S = 1)P (Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d | RW = 1, S = 1)
(30)
We use this independency:(ZY,2nd ⊥ Y | X,Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,RW = 1, S = 1)GX , and insert Z
Y,2
nd into the first
factor. In the next step we add Z
Y,2
nd to the second factor and put a summation of it.
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
Y,1
nd
,Z
X,1
nd
,ZY
d
,ZX
d
,Z
Y,2
nd
P (y | do(x),ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,Z
Y,2
d ,RW = 1, S = 1)
× P (ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,Z
Y,2
d | RW = 1, S = 1)
(31)
We condition on Z
X,2
nd in the first factor:
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
P (y | do(x),Z,RW = 1, S = 1)P (Z
X,2
nd | do(x),Z
Y,1
nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,Z
Y,2
d ,RW = 1, S = 1)
× P (ZY,1nd ,Z
X,1
nd ,Z
Y
d ,Z
X
d ,Z
Y,2
d | RW = 1, S = 1)
(32)
By getting help from rule 3 of do-calculus and using this independency (ZX,2nd ⊥ X | Z \ Z
X,2
nd ,RW = 1, S =
1)G
X(ZY
d
,ZX
d
,R)
do(x) is removed from the second factor:
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
P (y | do(x), z,RW = 1, S = 1)P (z | RW = 1, S = 1) (33)
Based on conditions (a , b) we have (Y ⊥ X | Z,RW = 1, S = 1)GX
P (y | do(x)) =
∑
Z
P (y | x, z,RW = 1, S = 1)P (z | RW = 1, S = 1) (34)
Proof (only if): In this part, we prove that if any of the criterion in MS-adjustment criterion is not true, there will be
a graph G that for a given set of treatment and outcome (X,Y), the causal effect of P (y | do(x)) is not recoverable.
The condition (b) in MS-adjustment criterion is the extended version of the condition (b) in adjustment set. The only
difference is R ∪ S is observed rather than only S. Therefore, we prove besides Z, R ∪ S are required to block all
non-causal paths. By contradiction, assume this is not the case. Therefore, there should be a non-causal path q between
X and Y , that is closed by observed Z, and gets open when there is a condition on R ∪ S. In order to demonstrate
that the graph G with this non-causal path is non-recoverable, we consider two modelsM1 and M2 both compatible
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with the graphG. We assign P1 as a probability distubtion corresponding toM1 and P2 forM2. M1 andM2 agree on
probability distribution under selection, and MNAR biases and are disagree on the causal effect of the set of treatment
on the set of outcome.
P1(v | R
v = 1, S = 1) = P2(v | R
v = 1, S = 1) (35)
P1(y | do(x)) 6= P2(y | do(x)) (36)
We construct M1 in a way to be compatible with the graph GRW ,S , separating all RW , S from their parents, (V ⊥
RW ∪ S)M1 ,andM2 compatible with the graphG:
P1(v | R
v = 1, S = 1) = P1(v | R
v \ {RW = 1, S = 1}) (37)
The causal effect query needs to be recoverable for any parametrization of probability distributions P1, P2. We
construct P2 in a way that equation 35 holds.
Without loss of generality, we are considering the path between Y ′ ∈ Y and X ′ ∈ X that condition (b) of ms-
adjustment criterion does not satisfy in it. Therefore, our desired model will have all the variables in the rest of the
graph d-separated from the variables in the path. We have:
P (y | do(x′)) =
∑
z
P (y | x′, z,RW = 1, S = 1)P (z | RW = 1, S = 1) (38)
=
∏
Y
∑
z
P (y | x′, z,RW = 1, S = 1)P (z | RW = 1, S = 1) (39)
= (
∏
Y\Y ′
P (y))
∑
z
P (y′ | x′, z,RW = 1, S = 1)P (z | RW = 1, S = 1) (40)
= γ
∑
z
P (y′|x′, z,RW = 1, S = 1)P (z | RW = 1, S = 1) (41)
γ in above expression indicates product of marginal distribution Y \ Y ′.
The open non-causal path betweenX ′ and Y ′ that is blocked by Z but opened with R′ ⊆ RW = 1, S = 1, needs R
′ to
be colliders. Fig. 8 shows a general case for when the set R′ has size 1. By a small change we will get Fig. 9 which
shows the general case for when R′ has a size greater than one.
X
L
Z1
N
T
R
Q
P
Z2
O
Y ′
Figure 8: This graph indicates an open non-causal path between X and Y with conditioning on R and Z. The path
fromN to T and from P toQ can be substituted by a path with any number of Z ∈ Z. Dotted edges refer to chains of
nodes.
case 1: There is only one collider belongs to R′. The proof for this part is as same as the selection bias [4]. Therefore,
we omit repeating it.
case 2: The set R′ might have the size greater than one. Fig. 9 expresses a graphical representation for this situation.
To prove this case, we provide a parametrization for the path fromNi to Ni+1. The rest of the proof will be similar to
case 1.
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XL0
Z1
Ni
Li
Z ′i
Bi
Ti
Ri | S
Qi
Pi
Z ′′i
Oi
Ni+1
T
R | S
Q
P
Z2
O
Y ′
Figure 9: The path from Ni to Ni+1 can recursively be substituted by more of the path of the same kind to include
arbitrary number of R variables. Ri | S and R | S indicate that the variables can belong to either RW or S by
considering the fact that there is only one S in the path.
We assign P1(Ni+1) = P1(Pi) = P1(Bi) = P1(Ni) = 1/2, P (Oi | Ni+1) = 1/2 + ǫ5/2, P (Oi | Ni+1) =
1/2 − ǫ5/2, P (Li | Ni) = 1/2 + ǫ6/2, P (Li | Ni) = 1/2 − ǫ6/2, P (Ti | Bi) = 1/2 + ǫ7/2, P (Ti | Bi) =
1/2 − ǫ7/2, P (Qi | Pi) = 1/2 + ǫ8/2, P (Qi | Pi) = 1/2 − ǫ8/2, P (z
′′
i | Pi, Oi) = P (z
′′
i | Pi, Oi) = P (z
′′
i |
Oi, Pi) = P (z
′′
i | Pi, Oi) = 1/2, P (RiS | Ti, Qi) = P (RiS | Ti, Qi) = P (RiS | Ti, Qi) = P (RiS | Ti, Qi) =
1/2, P (Z ′i | Bi, Li) = P (Z
′
i | Bi, Li) = P (Z
′
i | Bi, Li) = P (Zi | Bi, Li) = 1/2, Where ǫi = (
1
5
ki) , k5 is the
length of the pathNi+1 to Oi, k6 is the length of the path fromNi to Li,k7 is the length of the path fromBi to Ti, and
k8 is the length of the path from Pi to Qi. This parametrization provides the same values forQ1 andQ2 as case 1.
Now we evaluate the necessity of condition (c). Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show all the cases violating condition (c). Note
that in these figures,R1, R2, R3, Ri ∈ RW, and, by mentioningRi | S, we are referring to have either S orRi violated
condition (c). The proof for cases 1 to 6 is similar as [4]. Cases of 7, 10, 11, and 12 are extended versions of case 2,
and case 8, 13, and 14 are extended versions of case 3. It is clear that by adding more edges to case 5 we can obtain
case 9. We can conclude these extended versions are not recoverable, since if recoverability is impossible in a graph,
adding more edges does not change recoverability status.
In this part we are evaluating whether the condition (d) is necessary or not. To condition (d) be violated, there should
be a back-door path between X ∈ X ∩ An(RW) and Y
′ ∈ Y. We name this path p. Based on condition (b), this path
should be blocked by some Z ′ ∈ Z. There are two scenarios. The first one is, we have a direct causal path fromX to
Y ′ and the second one is, lack of existence of that type of path, both cases are demonstrated in Fig. 12. The proof for
these cases are similar to selection bias one and is provided in [4].
Theorem 1 [M-Adjustment]. A set Z is a m-adjustment set for recovering causal effect ofX on Y by the m-adjustment
formula in Def. 5 if and only if it satisfies the M-adjustment criterion in Def. 6.
Proof: The proof of this theorem is almost similar to the proof of theorem. 6 with the difference that here we have RW
instead of RW ∪ S.
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X Y ′
Z
T
R1 | S
(a) case 2
X
Y ′
R1 | S
(b) case 1
X Y ′
Z
T
R1 | S
(c) case 3
X Y ′
Q
N
T
R1 | S
(d) case 4
X Y ′
Q
Z
T
R1 | S
(e) case 5
X Y ′
R1 | S
(f) case 6
X Y ′
T
R1
R2
(g) case 7
X Y ′
Zi
T R1
R2
(h) case 8
X Y ′ L
Z
Q
R1
R2
(i) case 9
X Y ′
Q
R1 | S
L
T
P
R2
R3
(j) case 10
Figure 10: All cases condition (c) are violated.
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XY ′
Q
R1 | S
L
Z
P
R2
R3
(a) case 11
X
Y ′
Z | Q R2 | S
P
Z
T
R1 | S
(b) case 12
X
Y ′
Z
R1 | S
L
Z
P
R2
R3
(c) case 13
X
Y ′
Z R2 | S
P
Z
T
R1 | S
(d) case 14
Figure 11: All cases condition (c) violated.
X Y′
Z ′
R | S
(a) case 1
X Y′
Z′
R | S
(b) case 2
Figure 12: Cases considered for the necessity of condition (d).
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